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Introduction
Climate variability and change affect virtually

The focus of the PROVIA Research Priorities is

all physical, biological and human systems on

on vulnerability, impacts and adaptation, rather

the planet. A major challenge of the research

than climate science per se, and the VIA topics

community is to provide relevant information

depend to a varying extent on the state of climate

to policymakers on vulnerability, impacts and

knowledge. Since there remains significant

adaptation (VIA) in the context of a changing

uncertainty about how some key climate drivers

climate and to do so in a coherent and coordinated

may change (e.g., future evolution of tropical

way. The Programme of Research on Climate

cyclones and stability of polar land and sea-

Change Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

ice), a common theme is the importance of

(PROVIA) aims to respond to this challenge by

building capacity for adaptation, resilience and

harmonizing, mobilizing and communicating

risk management under uncertainty in both

the growing knowledge-base on VIA to relevant

developing and developed countries.

audiences.

The Expert and Policymaker Process

PROVIA, in consultation with both experts and
policymakers, has developed a set of Research

To

develop

the

Research

Priorities for the global VIA community whose

was gathered from expert and policymaker

activities are primarily carried out by individual

communities

researchers and research institutions. The topics

path-ways. The expert prioritization of research

reflect a balance between research ‘supply’ from

topics began with a gap analysis of existing

the expert community and research ‘demand’

literature. The gap analysis produced an initial

from policymakers and decision-makers. The

list of 172 priority topics for VIA research based

Research Priorities include new and emerging

on a broad range of sources including recent

topics as well as topics that have long been

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

recognized as important but for which research

(IPCC) Working Group II Reports, peer-reviewed

is still required.

articles, books, reports and white papers, as

through

Priorities,

separate

input

solicitation

well as conference, workshop and meeting
proceedings and presentations.
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The members of the PROVIA Scientific Steering

emerging research topic section. Additional

Committee (SSC) then participated in a two-day

comments and review from the SSC, the broader

Foresight Panel that focused on determining

expert

selection criteria for inclusion in the Research

Countries Policymaker Consultation in Bonn,

Priorities, grouping the research topics into

Germany (May 22, 2012) also provided inputs.

themes and identifying additional topics.

community

and

a

Least-Developed

Structure of the Report

Based on SSC feedback, three selection criteria
were identified: (a) salience for policymakers

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts

and decision-makers tasked with short- and

and Adaptation: Responding to the Climate

long-term adaptation management and imple-

Change

mentation mandates; (b) potential for advances

presented in three sections: Information to

in understanding at reasonable cost and time

Support Policymaker Decisions, Systems and

and (c) extent to which the topic represents

Regions and Emerging Topics. Each of the 33

an emerging theme or requires more research.

topics includes a description of why the research

Each SSC member was then asked to identify

is needed, followed by several paragraphs

the 30 highest-priority topics. A newly framed

describing specific activities that respond to that

list of 54 priority research topics was generated

need. A short bulleted list thereafter highlights

by compiling the SSC selections and updated

representative examples of critical activities

findings from new literature. This list was

from the broader set of proposed activities for

distributed as an electronic survey to a broad

each Research Topic. While many of the activities

group

of

community.

are specific research tasks, others describe the

The

approximately

respondents

support needed to conduct scientific research on

scored the topics on a scale of 1 to 10

VIA. An example of the latter includes fostering

in

for

technological innovation, such as optimizing

additional topics and offered other comments.

the integration of remotely sensed and ground-

experts

importance,

in

the

VIA

120

provided

suggestions

Challenge

consists

of

33

topics

based information.
A research prioritization process with policymakers was developed in parallel with the
expert community process described above.
Policymaker meetings were held in Washington,
D.C. (October 28, 2011) and London (November
2, 2011). Each meeting had at least 15 policymakers

representing

both

developed

and

developing countries. At the meetings, policymakers scored the research topics on a scale of
1 to 10 in importance, advised on ways to frame
the organizational structure of the Research
Priorities

to

support

decision-making

and

identified additional research topics.

2

Use of the Research Priorities
PROVIA is engaging with a variety of groups
including donor agencies, science foundations,
international organizations and national adaptation planning groups to explore potential uses
of the Research Priorities. For example, they
are being used as inputs to national research
plans for climate change vulnerability, impacts
and adaptation and as contributions to the
development of comprehensive international
research programs. PROVIA will monitor the
Research Priorities as they are addressed and as

The rankings of the expert and policymaker

new topics emerge and will periodically update

processes were then combined, along with an

them as they evolve.

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

SECTION A
Information to Support Policymaker Decisions
This section describes research topics that

A.1

Identifying the Problem

support policymaker decision-making on a
broad range of climate change and VIA issues

These topics provide need-to-know information

related to vulnerability reduction and adaptation.

for risk management that point policymakers

Diverse groups face significant short-term and

towards

long-term vulnerabilities, with many urgently in

articulate the scope of climate adaptation policy

need of adaptation solutions today.

challenges.					

Four main areas emerged from dialogues

A.1.1 Measure and Map Vulnerability

the

greatest

vulnerabilities

and

with policymakers: Identifying the problem;
Advancing

vulnerability

reduction

and

Develop a robust framework to define,

adaptation solutions; Developing more inclusive

measure and map vulnerability and the

cost estimates and prioritization criteria and

most vulnerable groups (based on gender,

Enhancing communication and stakeholder/

age, poverty and other factors), sectors,

public participation.

ecosystems and places in order to determine
where adaptation is most needed

Given widespread vulnerability and the reality
that it will take time to scale-up adaptation to

The IPCC has documented that many groups,

climate change, a framework is urgently needed

sectors, ecosystems and places are highly

to ensure that priority is given to adaptive actions

vulnerable to today’s weather and climate and

that can be most effective for vulnerable groups.

that climate change is likely to exacerbate

In addition, some long-term risks may call for

such vulnerabilities (IPCC, 2007a; IPCC, 2012).

action today, for example where solutions will

However, vulnerability assessments to date are

take time to implement and risks are large.

based on a range of disparate methodologies,
which makes it challenging to integrate results.
Furthermore, comparable climate events can lead
to dramatically different levels of impact across
regions or groups. For example, communities

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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SECTION A

Information to Support Policymaker Decisions

with weak governance, little local participation,

A.1.2

limited land-use planning and no access to

Monitoring Systems

Develop and Strengthen Indicator and

insurance may be particularly vulnerable to
flood damage. This suggests that if amplifiers/

Formulate cost-effective indicators and

dampeners of vulnerability and impacts can be

monitoring for tracking impacts, changes

identified and tracked, it may be possible to

and the crossing of thresholds related to

better prioritize and target the most vulnerable

climate, ecological and socio-economic

regions, subpopulations and sectors, both for

systems

emergency preparedness and response and for
The IPCC 2007 Assessment revealed conclusively

longer-term adaptation.

that climate change is occurring now and that it
Efforts are needed to integrate data, models

is affecting ecological and hydrological systems

and

for

on all continents (IPCC, 2007b). This means

vulnerability and impact assessment. Mining

that the onset and evolution of impacts (e.g.,

of large data sets (‘big data’) pertaining to

their timing, location and magnitude) can now

human geography, climate and other factors

be measured. While some such measurement

will be critical for identifying vulnerabilities.

systems do exist, more are needed to track

Important research includes comparison studies

climate change and its impacts. This information,

of vulnerability assessments to identify best

along

practices, development of protocols for future

modeling provided by the scientific community,

assessments, use of agreed-upon protocols

can help policymakers determine the need

across groups (e.g., randomized control trials),

for effective adaptation policies (Seneviratne

sectors and places and improved documentation

et al. 2012).

maps

used

by

disparate

groups

with

projections

and

state-of-the-art

and systems for recording, sharing and evaluating
results. Researching the relative importance of

Several complementary research activities are

factors that can influence vulnerability (e.g.,

needed to establish robust VIA indicator and

economic,

and

monitoring systems: a) developing indicators that

cultural) among different regions and groups can

can be readily monitored; b) establishing infor-

facilitate tailored responses (Pearce et al. 2012).

mation technology systems; c) monitoring at

‘Before and after’ vulnerability assessments

the regional and local levels, where gradual

tailored towards testing the efficacy of adaptation

and abrupt climate changes are having effects

strategies are also needed.

on physical, biological and human systems,

political,

legal,

institutional

including health and agriculture and d) analyzing
Critical activities that support this research

whether there may be thresholds of impacts in

priority include:

some systems and places and the rates at which
these are being approached.

 Conducting comparative studies on
vulnerability assessments

§ Developing community-based protocols for
future assessments

4

§ Mining big data to identify vulnerability
§ Designing ‘before and after’ vulnerability
evaluations to test adaptation efficacy

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

These indicator and monitoring systems should
be designed to address both traditional and
emerging topics (e.g., challenges associated
with monitoring extreme climate events and
their impacts and early identification of signs

of maladaptation). As remote sensing products

systems are perturbed further from the realm

become increasingly powerful and ubiquitous in

of historical experience, the probability of non-

their applications, there is a growing need for

linear impacts and crossing tipping points can

complementary research on how best to advance

increase dramatically. There is likewise growing

and optimize the interactive use of remotely

concern that changes in some types of extreme

sensed and ground-based information. Research

events, such as heat waves, intense precipitation

is also needed on how to improve public-

and droughts may be outpacing climate model

private partnerships devoted to indicators and

and scientific community projections (Fasullo

monitoring.

and Trenberth, 2012; van Aalst, 2006). This
possibility needs to be understood, since VIA

Critical activities that support this research

outcomes related to changes in extreme events

priority include:

are likely to be exacerbated.

§ Developing robust indicators that can be

The very infrequency of rare events speaks to

readily monitored

SECTION A

Information to Support Policymaker Decisions

both the challenges of understanding their

§ Analyzing thresholds of impacts
§ Optimizing the integration of remotely

impacts and developing indicators for monitoring

sensed and ground-based information

rapid climate change in the recent geological

§ Advancing public-private partnerships

past may have affected ecosystems (Lenton

them. This points to the need for analysis of how

et al. 2008). Research is also needed on how
interdependencies

among

exposed

systems

A.1.3 Understand Risks of Extreme Climate

can enhance risks and VIA implications. For

Events, Non-Linear Impacts and Tipping

example, health risks associated with heat waves

Points		

may be enhanced by an elevated probability of
concurrent poor air quality (Frumkin et al. 2008)

Improve understanding of risks and

and power supply system failures.

uncertainties related to the impacts of
extreme climate events (including low-

Fundamental research on extreme events, non-

probability, high-impact events), non-linear

linear impacts and tipping points needs to be

impacts and tipping points

extended beyond physical climate systems to
biological, social and economic systems (Berkes,

There is a growing awareness that extreme

2007), such as the effects of world food crises

climate events, non-linear impacts and tipping

and financial crises on adaptive capacity. More

points should play a central role in risk

diagnostic studies (Peterson and Manton, 2008)

assessment given their important implications

of exposure and vulnerability to climate extremes

for VIA (Lenton et al. 2008). For example, since

and their related socio-economic, demographic

climate researchers are increasingly considering

and cultural factors are also important (Russill

the possibility that summer Arctic sea ice may

and Nyssa, 2009). These studies can contribute

largely disappear decades sooner than climate

to understanding societal vulnerability to climate

models suggest, there is a need for investigation

variability and extreme events today as well as

of the implications for the region’s human

how this may change under changing climate

population and ecosystems (Liu et al. 2012). As

conditions. Finally, more research should focus

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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on how to effectively mobilize and conduct rapid

momentum and are generating changes within

scientific assessment both for short-term policy

human society as well (Klein et al. 2007).

decisions and long-term understanding when
Mitigation efforts may profoundly transform

extreme events occur.

societal systems with respect to energy, land
Critical activities that support this research

use, infrastructure and manufacturing, with the

priority include:

potential for far-reaching consequences at local,
national and global scales. Understanding the

§ Assessing consequences of interdepen-

complex nature of VIA-mitigation interactions is

dencies among exposed systems at risk

a high priority in order to make possible more

§ Extending studies of consequences of

effective elaboration of development pathways

climate-related disasters for biological, social

that achieve desired combinations of adaptation

and economic systems

and mitigation and that maximize co-benefits

§ Conducting rapid scientific assessments

and minimize undesired side-effects (Wilbanks,
2010; Wilbanks and Sathaye, 2007).

when extreme events occur

The applicability of existing policy tools for

A.2 Advancing Vulnerability
Reduction and Adaptation Solutions

addressing this interface should be explored
and guidance developed for how decisionmakers can choose appropriate tools that

These topics focus on how to effectively

integrate adaptation, mitigation and sustainable

develop and implement solutions to VIA policy

development and for the particular conditions

challenges.

they are addressing (Yohe and Leichenko,
2010). Research is needed to understand the
complexities of the challenge and to determine

A.2.1 Develop Integrated Solutions

which potential organizational and governance
Research integrated approaches that

structures can be effective in different contexts

maximize adaptation, mitigation and

(Klein et al. 2007; Wilbanks and Sathaye, 2007).

sustainable development benefits while
minimizing economic, social, environmental

Critical activities that support this research

and other costs

priority include:

Many of the strategies and activities designed
to achieve adaptation to climate change overlap

§ Developing cross-disciplinary tools
§ Exploring the applicability of existing policy

with and will be integrated into those taken to

mechanisms that address topics individually

achieve national development goals, poverty
alleviation, disaster risk reduction and other
dimensions of sustainable development and
resilience (e.g., the green economy, green jobs

6

and green growth). Simultaneously, efforts
to

mitigate

climate

change

are

gathering

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

§ Assessing the role of organizational and
governance structures

A.2.2 Identify Factors that Support

such adaptations may be more likely to succeed

or Hinder Vulnerability Reduction and

and to limit societal conflict and disruption.

Adaptation

Conclusions from such comparative studies
could help inform what spatial scales and levels

Identify economic, financial, political,

of governance are most likely to be effective in

legal, institutional, psychological, social

different locations and contexts.

and cultural factors that support, or act
as barriers to, vulnerability reduction and

Critical activities that support this research

adaptation

priority include:

Vulnerability reduction and adaptation decisions

§ Assessing the role of individual security in

are multifaceted, with climate often serving
as

only

one

factor

under

consideration.

supporting collective action

§ Determining region, group and sector-

Furthermore, what may appear to be logical

specific factors that encourage or hinder

adaptation decisions may not be feasible given

adaptation

constraints and pressures faced by individuals
and groups (O’Brien et al. 2006). With greater
understanding

of

these

context-dependent

SECTION A
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§ Identifying adaptation strategies that align
with social and cultural values
		

factors, strategies can be developed to both

A.2.3 Conduct Focused Research on

increase the uptake and efficacy of adaptation

Implementation

responses and ensure that they are consistent
with the values and contexts of individuals and

Advance understanding of the opportunities

decision-makers. These are key elements in

and challenges of implementing adaptation

making the economic, political and social ‘case’

(e.g., integrating adaptation into planning

for adaptation.

frameworks and budgets, coordinating
activities across agencies, the private sector

More research is needed on how lack of security

and other entities)

– including risk of physical violence, loss of
property and environmental damage – can

Many

regions,

influence individual and societal willingness to

made rapid progress in proposing possible

work collectively to address long-term challenges

adaptation strategies for climate variability

associated with climate change. Studies are

and climate change. A key issue that has

needed to determine the region, group and

received less attention is how best to implement

sector-specific factors that can support or

these

hinder vulnerability reduction and adaptation

important because without consideration of

(Few et al. 2007; O’Brien et al. 2006). Given the

effectiveness and efficiency, investments may

complex nature of such factors, subject-matter

be unnecessarily costly, ineffective or have

experts with sector and regional knowledge are

unintended consequences. For example, it is

needed to understand and improve adaptation

critical that one sector or community’s flood

effectiveness. For example, research is needed

prevention adaptation not lead to a ‘surprise’

on how to identify adaptation strategies that

increase in flood risk for those ‘outside’ the

align with cultural values and/or belief systems;

proposed adaptation. Failure to implement

adaptation

sectors

and

strategies.

groups

This

have

issue

is

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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successfully could also undermine existing

term access to funding; (b) how to nurture

momentum behind adaptation initiatives (Ford

and

et al. 2011). Therefore, there is an urgent

technological innovations; (c) how to sustain

need for greater documentation of adaptation

political support and (d) how to make current

‘experiments’

2009)

decision-making frameworks more flexible and

being conducted, including which aspects have

dynamic in the face of uncertainty and new

succeeded and which have failed and why. As

information.

(Saavedra

and

Budd,

ultimately

operationalize

and

share

important as documentation will be formalized
and standardized evaluation protocols, which

Critical activities that support this research

are largely lacking at present.

priority include:

Because some adaptation measures will be

§ Incorporating local knowledge
§ Developing mechanisms for sustained

expensive and require significant modifications
to existing modes of operation, research is

adaptation finance

required on how to implement them while

§ Supporting the transition from technological

keeping costs and disruption as low as possible.

innovation to on-the-ground implementation

For example, municipalities might wait until a
culvert is due for replacement before installing
one

designed

to

withstand

the

changing

precipitation extremes expected within the

A.3 Developing More Inclusive Cost
Estimates and Prioritization Criteria

new culvert’s lifetime. Management studies for
adaptation implementation are needed that

Policymakers require tools that will help them

span end-to-end operations (including fiduciary

identify adaptation actions that will be effective

considerations,

and practical.

strategic

planning,

damage

inspection, insurance, procurement and engineering). Research should be conducted on

A.3.1 Improve Approaches for Valuing

the cultural and institution-specific factors that

Adaptation

determine opportune times for ‘tacking-on’ a
climate adaptation strategy into a more general

Create effective and innovative approaches

change or update.

to measure and value the monetary and
non-monetary aspects of short- and long-

The implementation process also needs to be

term adaptations and maladaptations and

documented and researched, with feedback from

to compare these across groups, sectors,

all involved and local knowledge highlighted.

regions and timeframes

Place-and context-specific factors that may have

8

hindered or assisted prior initiatives, such as the

Traditional economic approaches are ill-equipped

degree of openness to change, trust placed in

to measure non-monetary costs and benefits of

leadership and decision-makers and extent of

adaptation (e.g., the value of biodiversity for an

transparency, should also be identified.

ecosystem or human health); they can include
unrealistically

Other

study

topics

to

support

high

discount

rates

through

successful

time; and they sometimes fail to consider fully

implementation include: (a) how to secure long-

principles such as equity and justice, especially

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

for certain minorities and disadvantaged groups.

those whose livelihoods depend upon specific

As such they may not be the most appropriate

ecosystems and those with experiential know-

tools to inform selection of adaptation strategies

ledge of them (Füssel, 2010).

(including inaction).
Critical activities that support this research
It is important for decision-makers to understand

priority include:

the value of ecosystem services (Handmer et
al. 2012; Füssel, 2010), such as the protection
mangrove forests and coral reefs provide from
storm surges and the prevention of runoff and
soil erosion by forests. Estimating the value of

§ Developing holistic costing analysis
§ Characterizing discount rates under varying
circumstances

§ Expanding metrics of ecosystem services

these services should play a part in prioritizing

SECTION A

Information to Support Policymaker Decisions

adaptive measures for regions and systems.
A.3.2 Advance Criteria for Prioritizing
Inclusion of a broad set of disciplines (e.g.,

Adaptation Strategies		

ecology, environmental economics and social
psychology) is required to advance holistic

Investigate a range of evaluation criteria for

costing analysis in an evidence-based way.

prioritizing adaptation decisions

Research is needed on how to extend integrated
valuation approaches across groups, sectors

Besides improved measurements and valuations

and regions, with inputs from sector and

of monetary and non-monetary aspects of

regional experts, to ensure that no important

adaptation, research is needed on the criteria

factors (traditionally defined or otherwise) are

for prioritizing actions (Füssel, 2007; Lobell et

externalized across sectors, space or time.

al. 2008). Elements to be tested include framing

Multi-criteria approaches that acknowledge the

of the decision set of possible solutions for

subjectivity inherent in developing weightings

the affected sectors, groups, communities and

for non-market and market values should be

regions and the spectrum of evaluative criteria.

advanced as well. The temporal component

Decision frameworks to be analyzed could

of such approaches must be given adequate

include feasibility of implementation, probability

consideration, so further research is required

of success if implemented and potential for non-

on what discount rates (whether monetized or

climate co-benefits and costs (Wilbanks and

non-monetized) are appropriate under which

Sathaye, 2007; Füssel, 2010; Major and O’Grady,

circumstances (Yohe and Leichenko, 2010).

2010). Potential for dynamic modification to
adaptation strategies is important as climate

Because the value of ecosystem services is so

impacts

evolve

(i.e.,

flexible

adaptation

crucial yet difficult to quantify, there is an urgent

pathways) (Rosenzweig and Solecki, 2010).

need for standardized metrics, meta-analyses

Evaluation approaches and adaptation itself

of prior studies and sharing of research results

should be grounded in a process framework,

related to the value of ecosystem services in the

rather than addressed piecemeal.

VIA context. Researchers and decision-makers
should

include

in

participatory

9

processes
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At the individual level, having access to inforCritical activities that support this research

mation about climate impacts, vulnerability and

priority include:

adaptation is a prerequisite to improving one’s
condition vis-à-vis exposure to climate hazards.

§ Assessing feasibility of implementation
§ Assigning probability of success if
adaptations are implemented

§ Identifying co-benefits and costs
§ Incorporating potential for modifying
adaptative measures as knowledge evolves

More generally, research has shown that public
participation in policy development can enhance
effective policy design and implementation
(Boykoff, 2008). Communication is a critical
tool for reducing vulnerability and enhancing
stakeholder
in

VIA

involvement/public

policymaking

participation

processes

and

the

implementation of adaptation strategies (Cutter

A.4 Enhancing Communication and
Stakeholder/Public Participation

et al. 2012). Communication and partnership
within civil society can also be a path to building
political

will

towards

action.

VIA

research

These topics articulate the role of communication

involvement in local communities can provide

and public participation throughout society in

a major boost to local knowledge and decision-

reducing vulnerability and supporting adap-

making.

tation. They are based on the proposition that
communication and participation can serve as

Because women are often society’s principal

multipliers across groups and through time,

educators and often lead natural resource

increasing the efficacy and impact of adaptation

collection,

strategies.

care and other highly VIA-relevant activities,

food

production,

family

health

there is an urgent need for VIA education and
To be successful, the adaptation process should

training tailored to women (Pearce et al. 2012).

include representatives from local communities,

Development of VIA messaging and curricula

as well as the private sector and other groups

related to climate would improve communication

and agencies with a stake in the adaptation

and education. One challenge is how to translate

decisions. This helps to ensure that broader

highly technical information into content that

perspectives and contexts are considered.

resonates with local communities (Nisbet, 2009).
Research is also needed on how to increase the

A.4.1

Conduct Studies on Communication,

efficacy of messaging by grounding content in

Participation and Capacity Building

local institutional and cultural contexts (Moser,

		

2009). For example, for one group framing

Analyze how to build capacity of local

climate change action as a way to ameliorate

communities and institutions (including

poverty may be more effective, whereas for

government, educational and research

another

organizations, media outlets, the private

stewardship elements might offer more traction.

group

emphasizing

environmental

sector and other practitioners) to

10

communicate about and participate in

Research is also needed on which media are

climate change and VIA activities

most effective among which groups and how
content should be tailored to specific media

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

(Nerlich et al. 2010; Nisbet, 2009). The role

in order to prioritize research, and the policy/

of new media including social networking in

practice community can increase effectiveness

catalyzing (or hindering) change should be a

of their VIA efforts by incorporating the latest

particular research focus.

scientific information in decision-making. Research is needed to bridge the science/policy-

Development of adaptation content is a priority,

practice gap through effective communication

since information about adaptation is generally

and collaboration across these two communities

less available than information about impacts.

(Wardekker et al. 2008; Scott et al. 2008).

Research is also needed on skills development
and knowledge creation regarding VIA inte-

To enhance communication and collaboration,

gration

research efforts are needed to develop a common

into

existing

educational

systems

(Nerlich et al. 2010).

language between the science and practitioner

SECTION A
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communities (Wardekker et al. 2008; Scott et
The potential for “citizen science” to contribute to

al. 2008). Further integration in each other’s

VIA and enhance public participation should be

activities, through participation in meetings and

explored. More research is also needed on how

conferences for example, should be encouraged.

the arts and humanities can be more effectively

More information is needed about how each

engaged and supported around VIA issues.

community perceives information provided by
the other community.

Critical activities that support this research
priority include:

Key

questions

include

how

the

intended

messages are being received and how they could

§ Supporting VIA education and training
§ Understanding local institutional and cultural
contexts

be conveyed more effectively. Research is also
needed on how communication practices vary
by region and sector. Interdisciplinary programs

§ Incorporating new media including social

that bring together practitioners (including the

networking

private sector) and scientists offer fertile ground

§ Fostering citizen science
§ Including arts and humanities

for documenting shared learning.
Critical activities that support this research

A.4.2 Determine how Communication

priority include:

between the VIA Research Community and

§ Developing a common language between

Policymakers can be more Effective		
			

researchers and policymakers

§ Advancing opportunities for science-policy

Improve ways that VIA researchers and
decision-makers interact

integration

§ Documenting shared learning through
There is a growing recognition that the scientific
and

policy/practice

communities

need

collaboration

to

work in tandem to advance VIA solutions. The
scientific

community

requires

guidance

11

on

where the greatest need for solutions resides
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A.4.3 Advance Research on Lessons Learned

include how to identify effective approaches that

from Developing Country Experiences and

may be disappearing due to societal change and

Local and Traditional Knowledge

loss of traditional knowledge. Research is also
needed on how to determine efficient routes

Conduct research on how developing

for channeling adaptation funding to the most

country VIA research and activities and local

vulnerable.

and traditional knowledge can inform global
knowledge

Potential new pathways for developing country
to developing country (and developing country

Many developing countries have been at the

to developed country) research activities also

forefront of adaptation activities for a variety

need to be identified and supported. For

of reasons, including high vulnerability to

example, new VIA research partnerships where

extreme weather and climate (Mertz et al. 2009).

joint leadership and equal information-sharing

However, many of these ‘bottom-up, learning-

are core parts of the research plan should be

by-doing’ adaptation experiences have not been

encouraged.

well documented.

strong developing country leadership will be a

Supporting

partnerships

with

key element of advancing this priority topic.
Sharing of successful strategies across regions
and sectors holds the promise of more efficient

Critical activities that support this research

and timely VIA advancement for the most

priority include:

vulnerable populations and can also be a
means of empowerment (Conway and Schipper,
2011; Rawlani and Sovacool, 2011; Revi, 2008;
Sovacool, 2012).

§ Focusing on the most vulnerable
§ Developing inclusive research partnerships
§ Documenting best practices across
developing countries and local communities

Documenting

best

practices

for

successful

adaptation strategies is needed. Research topics

12
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SECTION B
Systems and Regions
This section identifies specific research topics

climate change and extreme events and how

to inform decision-making about management

these impacts and adaptation strategies

of key systems, human well-being and critical

interact with other stresses

geographical areas under changing climate
conditions and multiple stresses.

In recent years, global food surpluses have been
reduced due to a range of factors, and food price
shocks have led to civil unrest in many countries

B.1

Key Systems

(Meakin and Kurvits, 2009). Climate extremes
such as the U.S. drought of 2012 have played a

Management of food systems, water resources,

role, as have socioeconomic factors such as the

ecosystems, energy and infrastructure and

economic crisis, conversion of agricultural land

the built environment under climate change –

to other uses and increased meat consumption

and interactions with population growth, deve-

globally.

lopment, technology and insurance – are key

more global and complex, there is a growing

VIA research and policy issues. Because these

awareness that climate change may cause a

systems are fundamental to human survival and

broad spectrum of food system impacts. Critical

livelihood, issues of justice, equity and supply

climate change impacts on food systems extend

for all members of the population are central.

beyond changes in production to include food

The topics described here have potential to

processing, distribution, access to food and

contribute to knowledge generation on the

food security.

As

agricultural

markets

become

broader set of VIA topics, including human
health and the potential for conflict.			

There is a need for research linking recent

					

advances in understanding of climate extremes

B.1.1

to impacts on food systems (Bryan et al. 2009;

Food Systems

Clark et al. 2010; Lobell et al. 2008; Olesen et al.
Understand how food systems, including

2011; Schmidhuber and Tubiello, 2007; Wolfe

production, processing, distribution and

et al. 2011a). Non-linear crop and livestock

access will be impacted by and adapt to

impacts

associated

with

climate/weather

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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thresholds and timing of extreme events relative

B.1.2

to sensitive points in crop and livestock growth

				

cycles are of particular importance (Schlenker

Build greater knowledge about water use/

and Roberts, 2009). Research is also needed

demand, availability and quality in relation

on how climate extremes may impact food

to water use decisions, water law and

processing (e.g., through power outages and

governance, under changing climate and

reduced employee attendance) and distribution

other stresses

Water Systems				

(e.g., disrupting supply routes and timing of
delivery, with implications for spoilage). More

Access to water is becoming or is expected

studies should also be conudcted on the efficacy

to become a limiting factor to development in

of adaptation strategies in agriculture, as well as

many regions, due to water scarcity, a changing

associated costs and the environmental impacts

climate,

of agricultural decisions (e.g., use of pesticides,

changes in demand (Biggs and Watmough, 2012;

as well as carbon-cycle feedbacks associated

Kundzewicz et al. 2007; Nicol and Kaur, 2009;

with crop choice, tilling method and fertilizer

Oates et al. 2011; Refsgaard et al. 2012; Shaw et

use).

al. 2011; Sowers and Weinthal, 2011).

Specific

agricultural

use

and

projected

strategies

Furthermore, in a growing number of regions, the

requiring further research include modifications

water that is available is increasingly threatened

to crop and livestock systems and genetic

by chemical and microbial pollution. Both water

resources. A holistic research approach is

availability and quality can be expected to

needed

in

change further as climate changes, yet a lack of

regional contexts yet with a global perspective.

or poor baseline information hinders the ability

Given the potential for non-linear responses,

to document and understand the impacts of

process-based

intercomparison

changing climatic and socioeconomic contexts

(especially agricultural and economic modeling)

(Rijsberman, 2006). Even defining sustainable

will be critical (Rosenzweig et al. 2013). Research

water use for the present climate is challenging

techniques are needed that emphasize food

in some countries, for reasons including a lack

security for the most vulnerable populations

of baseline data on demand and use, as well

today and in the future.			

as limited understanding of the role of climate

						

variability in the reliability of water supply.

that

adaptation

unsustainable

considers

multiple

multi-model

factors

Critical activities that support this research
priority include:

There is a critical need for baseline information
about how water is being used (and in some

§ Targeting food insecurity
§ Assessing impacts of climate extremes on
crops and livestock

§ Conducting process-based multi-model
intercomparisons

cases wasted, e.g., through leaky pipes) and what
demands are not being met. More information is
also essential to understand the availability of
water supplies (e.g., estimates of sustainable
extraction rates) including deep groundwater
sources, especially in arid regions (Kundzewicz et

14

al. 2007). In much of the world, there is virtually
no information about possible chemical or
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microbial pollution, especially for the small-scale

stressors including air pollution, overfishing,

water systems such as ground wells and small

wildfires, loss of biodiversity, invasive

rivers that are the dominant source of drinking

species and disturbance regimes

water for many populations outside municipal
areas (Kistemann et al. 2002). Research is also

There is a growing understanding of both the

needed on VIA issues facing large municipal

broad set of complex services that ecosystems

treatment systems, including vulnerability to

provide and the many direct and indirect ways

combined sewer overflow events (Shaw et al.

that ecosystems are threatened by a changing

2011), damage incurred during storm-surge

climate (Fischlin et al. 2007). Healthy ecosystems

events and greenhouse gas emissions associated

can provide human populations with sustainable

with water treatment. Information is also lacking

harvestable resources; help to prevent erosion

with regard to the efficacy and potential costs and

and

benefits associated with adaptation strategies

biodiversity,

including

remove pollutants from the air and water and

water

conservation,

reuse

and

desalination. The policy context, including water

inland

and

coastal

including

flooding;

support

endangered

species;

SECTION B
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play an important role in climate regulation.

law and governance, is a critical component as
well (Biggs and Watmough, 2012). This includes

More research is needed on how ecosystems

international policy issues, given the large spatial

respond to extreme events such as droughts

scale of many water supplies such as aquifers,

and fire, extreme high and low temperatures

lakes and river basins. While research on baseline

and gradual changes such as those associated

conditions is required, research must also focus

with sea level rise (Mooney et al. 2009). These

on how changing climate (primarily through

climatic effects on ecosystems need to be

changes in precipitation patterns, temperature

researched in the context of other stresses,

and evaporation) and socioeconomic changes

which themselves may be influenced by climate

will influence water availability and quality in

change. For example, the presence of invasive

the future.

species locally may be influenced by climate
change in distant regions, as well as by tourism

Critical activities that support this research

(Wolfe et al. 2011b).

priority include:
Research is also required to understand how

§ Characterizing impacts of pollution on water
quality

§ Determining sustainable extraction rates
for groundwater

§ Reviewing role of water law and governance

adaptive

(or

maladaptive)

ecosystems

and

existing and planned management approaches
are responding to a changing climate and other
stressors. All of the above research is predicated
on baseline data, which are presently lacking in
many areas.

B.1.3

Ecosystems
Tropical rainforests should continue to be a

Investigate how ecosystems and their

priority, given their high biodiversity, role in

management will be affected by interactions

the carbon cycle and impact on the hydrological

between climate change and other ecosystem

cycle and atmospheric circulation (Bonan, 2008).

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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Critical activities that support this research
priority include:

§ Studying ecosystem responses to extreme
events as well as gradual climate changes

§ Analyzing combined impacts of multiple
stressors

§ Comparing different management approaches
				
B.1.4

Energy Systems

Determine how climate change will influence
energy production, distribution, demand
and consumption, including renewables like
hydropower, wind, solar and bio-energy
Secure access to energy is a basic need from the
individual/microeconomic level to the national/
macroeconomic scale, and energy issues have
been root causes of small and large-scale
conflicts. There is now growing awareness that
climate change should be incorporated into all
aspects of the energy system (Hammer et al.
2011). For example, effective greenhouse gas
mitigation strategies in the energy sector will
need to consider how a changing climate may
modify the availability and reliability of renewable
and nonrenewable energy sources. The results
will impact everything from food and water
security to the production of goods and services.

changes in efficiency or operability associated
with changing thermal gradients) are and will
be affected by climate extremes and slower
changes (Hammer et al. 2011).
More information is also essential regarding
how demand and consumption for cooling and
heating will change under changing climate
and socio-economic conditions (Isaac and van
Vuuren, 2009; Wang et al. 2010). Other critical
topics include the role of greenhouse gas
regulations in the energy sector, global energy
flows and trade and the evaluation of energy
sector adaptations.					
		
Critical activities that support this research
priority include:

§ Modeling global energy flows and trade
§ Projecting energy demand
§ Improving understanding of energy transmission and distribution
B.1.5

Infrastructure Systems and the Built

Environment
Examine the impacts of climate change
on infrastructure and buildings, focusing
on extreme events, multiple stresses and
interactions with mitigation
Critical infrastructure systems include trans-
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Research is needed on how climate change will

portation and telecommunications and the built

impact availability and reliability of renewable

environment ranging from private dwellings to

energy sources including hydropower, solar,

critical facilities such as hospitals, schools, ports,

wind and biomass, both in terms of average

factories and storage containers for hazardous

conditions and during extreme events (which can

materials. Much existing infrastructure was

impact energy supply and demand) (Pryor and

designed

Barthelmie, 2010; de Lucena et al. 2009; Vicuña

climate and climate variability. Climate change

et al. 2008). Further studies are also required

is expected to undermine the ability of some

on how the distribution and transmission of

infrastructure to perform its intended functions

energy (e.g., through damage to infrastructure,

while producing costly damage, both directly

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

with

limited

knowledge

of

local

to infrastructure itself and indirectly through

B.2

Human Well-being

loss of economic productivity and opportunities
(Jacob et al. 2011a; Kirshen et al. 2008; Koetse

Human well-being, a basic human right, is

and Rietveld, 2009; Major et al. 2011).

broadly defined here to include human health as
well as human security and absence of conflict.

Furthermore, some infrastructure and facilities

						

have outlived their intended lifetimes and in

B.2.1

Human Health

some cases were not built to specifications
and codes. Increases in population served and

Advance research on climate change and

changes in societal uses can put additional

human health, including health sector

strains on infrastructure. Further research on

adaptation

SECTION B
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how infrastructure and buildings can be designed
to simultaneously support greenhouse gas

Climate change is projected to impact human

mitigation and adaptation should be encouraged

health in many ways including changes in water

(Coley and Kershaw, 2010; Jaroszweski et

quality and availability, access to food and

al. 2010). Research is also needed on which

nutrition, air quality, sanitation and vector-borne

infrastructure failures can have cascading effects

disease (Confalonieri et al. 2007). Investments

on other infrastructure (e.g., electrical grids and

in health sector adaptation have the potential to

transportation systems).

directly save lives and reduce human suffering,
and also offer indirect benefits through, for

Adaptation strategies are needed that increase

example, improved worker productivity and

system redundancy (e.g., sharing of networks

prevention of long-term costs associated with

by telecommunications carriers during extreme

chronic illness.

climate events) and reduce the risk of entire
networks going off-line due to localized failures

In some countries, there is a lack of baseline

(Jacob et al. 2011b; Kirshen et al. 2008). Research

information and research on the present-day

is needed on how to design appropriate climate

impacts of climate and extreme weather on

protection levels (e.g., engineering standards,

health (Costello et al. 2009). Research is also

codes and regulations) to protect against sea level

needed on the varying health impacts and levels

rise and other climate changes (Solecki et al. 2010).

of support available to vulnerable populations,

Another critical issue is how to fund adaptation in

including children, women, the elderly and

the infrastructure sector (Major et al. 2011).

marginalized groups such as refugees (Costello
et al. 2009; Frumkin et al. 2008; Kinney et al.

Critical activities that support this research

2011).

priority include:
Because climate change impacts in the health

§ Assessing the potential for cascading effects
across interdependent systems

§ Encouraging innovations that build system
resilience and redundancy

sector are expected to be non-linear (e.g.,
populations of insect vectors can increase
exponentially as temperatures increase) modeling studies are needed for impact assessment

§ Including increasing climate risk in

(Tong and McMichael, 2011). More research is

engineering standards, codes and

also needed on effectiveness and costs of health

regulations

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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sector adaptation (Confalonieri et al. 2007; Tong

example, access to resources is further reduced.

and McMichael, 2011). Another key research

In contrast, populations and individuals who

area is the long-term health impacts of extreme

feel secure are more willing to make long-

climate events (e.g., mental health implications,

term investments in their communities and co-

exposure to mold and pollutants that may be

operate to achieve an improved quality of life.

mobilized) (Confalonieri et al. 2007; Frumkin et

Populations displaced by climate events can

al. 2008; Kinney et al. 2011).

lose access to critical services, including education and medical care, and may be more

Critical activities that support this research

likely to experience a range of traumas. Thus,

priority include:

even temporary disruptions can have longterm consequences for individuals and society.

§ Assessing climate impacts on health of
vulnerable groups

§ Studying long-term conequences of extreme
events on affected communities

§ Modeling non-linear human-health responses
to climate
		
B.2.2

More research is needed on the role of climate
and extreme climate events in historical conflicts
and other instances of reduced human security
(Temesgen, 2010). Research is also needed on
adaptation strategies that minimize the risk of
conflict and protect human security (Barnett and

Human Security and Risk of

Conflict

Adger, 2007) either directly (e.g., by protecting
the vulnerable from physical harm, improving
communication and building trust between

Investigate how climate change modifies

potentially adversarial groups) or indirectly (e.g.,

human security and the risk of conflict

by ameliorating resource scarcity and other

through changes in resource scarcity,

preconditions for conflict).

likelihood of migration, capacity of the
government to respond and frequency and

Critical activities that support this research

intensity of extreme weather events

priority include:

Human security and risk of conflict are not merely

§ Identifying vulnerabilities of displaced

factors that increase human vulnerability and
suffering; they can in addition be precipitated by

populations

§ Addressing loss of access to critical services

preconditions, many of which are climate-related

including medical care and education

(Barnett and Adger, 2007; Nordas and Geditsch,

§ Analyzing relationships between climate

2007; Salehyan, 2008; Temesgen, 2010). For

extremes and human conflict

example, droughts can lead to greater resource

		

scarcity, bring groups with limited history of

					

interaction into close contact and strain the

B.3

Critical Geographical Areas

capacity of governments to provide for and
protect their populations.

18

Examples of critical geographical areas include,
but are not limited to, coastal areas and islands,

Once there is conflict and threat to human

arid and semi-arid regions, oceans, mountain

security, a vicious cycle can occur whereby, for

regions and the cryosphere and urban areas.
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B.3.1

Vulnerable Coastal Areas and Islands

Integrated studies are also needed to determine
how vulnerable coastal areas, including islands

Increase understanding of VIA and

with endemic species, may be affected by

natural processes in the most vulnerable

multiple stresses caused by growing human

coastal areas, which include mega deltas,

populations and a changing climate. Studies on

coastal wetlands, islands, coral reefs and

effective ways to protect endemic populations

coastal cities

and cope with invasive species are needed as
well. There is a need for small islands to form

A large part of the world's population lives

research partnerships to learn from each other

near coasts, many in dense urban areas. The

and pool resources (Sem, 2007). Key topics

combination of high population density and

include options for migration as sea levels

rapid growth, especially in Asia, is putting

rise and legal recourse and liability. Another

strain on many coastal areas while climate

topic is how local resources upon which small

changes such as sea level rise and increased

island populations depend (e.g., food and

coastal flooding are simultaneously increasing

tourism) may be influenced by sea level rise.

vulnerability (Nicholls et al. 2007; Nicholls and

Research on how populations can be made

Cazenave, 2010). The geographical isolation

more resilient in the face of these changes

of many islands can present a range of specific

is also critical (Sovacool, 2012; Sem, 2007).
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challenges, increasing vulnerability and impacts
while limiting the potential for adaptation.

Critical activities that support this research

Since many islands include distinct cultures

priority include:

and endemic ecosystems and species, potential
losses associated with climate change and other
stressors are very large (Mimura et al. 2007;
Sem, 2007; Sovacool, 2012; Wong, 2010).

§ Assessing coastal adaptations (e.g., hard and
soft infrastructure)

§ Evaluating options for, and desirability of,
migration and retreat

Research is needed to identify: (a) the most

§ Analyzing multiple stresses facing islands

vulnerable populations to a range of coastal

					

hazards

B.3.2

including

storm

surge

flooding

Arid and Semi-Arid Regions

(Buonaiuto et al. 2011; Few et al. 2007);
(b) impacts of sea level rise on groundwater,

Focus studies on VIA issues facing arid and

fisheries, coral reefs and mangroves (Werner and

semi-arid regions, including water quantity

Simmons, 2009; Mimura et al. 2007; Loucks et

and quality, deforestation and fire

al. 2010); (c) how natural systems and processes
affect vulnerability (e.g., the role of coral reefs

VIA issues in arid and semi-arid regions have

and mangroves in reducing storm surge damage

been

and erosion) and (d) the pros and cons of hard

the fact that climate projections consistently

infrastructure (e.g., sea walls and surge barriers)

show that many arid and semi-arid regions

and soft infrastructure (e.g., sand dunes and

will experience less precipitation in the future

coastal wetlands) (Sovacool, 2011).

(Ragab and Prudhomme, 2002). The potential

relatively

under-researched,

despite

for greater evaporation in these regions as
temperatures rise and possible changes in the

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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distribution of rain toward more extreme events
and fewer moderate events could worsen the

Critical activities that support this research

hydrological situation. Many arid and semi-arid

priority include:

regions already face deteriorating hydrological
conditions due to unsustainable groundwater
extraction and decline of surface water bodies
(Ragab and Prudhomme, 2002).

§ Studying impacts of fires and dust storms
§ Quantifying water dependence of economic
sectors and activities

§ Identifying environmental advantages (e.g.,
In some arid and semi-arid regions, demographic

solar energy generation)

trends and increasing reliance on water-intensive

		

economic activities (e.g., non-native agriculture,

B.3.3

Open Ocean 			

fossil-fuel extraction and mining) are further
exacerbating water supply issues (Lioubimtseva

Explore key open ocean topics in need

and Henebry, 2009). Without consistent access to

of further research, including ocean

clean water, neither individuals nor societies will be

acidification, the carbon cycle of the ocean,

able to reach their potential due to a combination of

changes in the marine food chain and

factors (e.g., health burden, time spent collecting

potential for regional de-oxygenation

water, constraints to economic activities and
In recent years, the ability to observe and

human potential and added risk of conflict).

model the ocean has grown. This expansion
More research is needed in arid and semi-arid

in knowledge has coincided with an increasing

regions on soil, erosion, fire, dust storms,

human imprint on ocean systems. There is now

air quality and human health. Studies should

rising awareness of how dependent human and

identify (a) less water-dependent industries

other land-based life is on ocean systems (e.g.,

for which semi-arid and arid regions may have

as a source of food and as a regulator of local

unique advantages (e.g., solar energy) and

and global climate) as well as how vulnerable

(b)

the

ocean systems are to effects of human activities

distribution of these technologies. Because many

including resource extraction, nutrient and

arid and semi-arid regions are characterized

sediment runoff, climate change and ocean

by large climate variability, research would

acidification.

ways

to

encourage

and

promote

be beneficial on how society can best prepare
for, and to the extent possible exploit, climate

Research is needed on likely rates of ocean

variability, for example by better capturing

acidification associated with different green-

heavy rains when they do fall.

house gas concentration pathways and the
impacts of acidification on marine species
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Given the scarcity of historical data in many arid

and ecosystems (Doney et al. 2009; Fabry et

and semi-arid regions, indigenous populations

al. 2008; Guinotte and Fabry, 2008; Pörtner,

should be involved when developing adaptation

2008). Acidification and its impacts need to

strategies as they can be a critical source of

be considered in the larger climatic context

information on climate and impacts, as well as

of possible changes in ocean temperatures,

coping mechanisms for adaptation to climate

salinity, nutrients/nutrient loading and circu-

variability,

lation (Doney et al. 2009).

especially

droughts

and

floods.

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

Other important research topics include coral

2003; Nogués-Bravo et al. 2007). Climatic and

bleaching,

2008),

socio-economic changes are having dramatic

algal blooms and chemical and bacterial/viral

impacts on the unique and often-isolated human

pollution and contamination. More information

and natural populations in these areas. Many

is also needed about populations that are

high-latitude and high-altitude regions can also

directly reliant on the open ocean, whether for

be thought of as island refugia for many species;

employment or nourishment.

these regions are VIA priorities in part because

hypoxia

events

(Pörtner,

they represent a ‘last stand’ for some species.
Methods to promote international VIA research
and collaborations around ocean science and

More baseline information should be collected

policy should be encouraged. In order to better

on human populations, ecosystems and rare

understand challenges posed by climate variability

species in the generally remote and isolated

and

research

montane and high-latitude regions (Beniston,

involving scientists, decision-makers and marine

2003; Nogués-Bravo et al. 2007). Information is

industries would be beneficial. Research is often

also needed on the climate hazards these regions

hampered by a lack of baseline data.

have faced in the past, including impacts and

change,

more

participatory
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adaptation strategies (Beniston, 2003; Buytaert
Critical activities that support this research

et al. 2010). Emerging hazards include the

priority include:

growing risk of glacial dam breaks in montane
regions and beach erosion and storm surge as

§ Improving understanding of ocean

sea ice retreats in polar regions.

acidification impacts

§ Studying VIA implications of coral bleaching
§ Researching ocean response to resource
extraction

Research should focus on how vulnerabilities
and impacts may have changed due to factors
associated with development, including loss
of traditional knowledge (about hazards and

B.3.4

Mountain Regions and the Cryosphere

possible adaptations), population growth in highrisk zones such as flood plains and deforestation

Advance understanding of VIA issues facing

(which generally increases flood and landslide

mountain regions and the cryosphere (e.g.,

risk) (Allamano et al. 2009; Beniston, 2003).

glacier retreat, changes in streamflow
and runoff, loss of livelihoods and unique

Also, research should focus on the potential

ecosystems and the emergence of new

impacts of rapid sea ice loss in the Arctic (Liu et

regional development opportunities)

al. 2012; Liu et al. 2013), enhanced permafrost
thawing, accelerated sea level rise and storm

Some of the largest temperature increases

surge flooding and climate teleconnections to

associated with climate change are occurring

remote regions such as the mid-latitudes. Direct

in mountain regions and the cryosphere. These

geopolitical and socio-economic impacts of sea

temperature increases, along with precipitation

ice loss, including the potential for more Arctic

changes, are producing dramatic reductions in ice

shipping and resource extraction from the Arctic

and snow cover in many high-latitude and high-

and greater activity across Arctic borders, should

elevation areas (Allamano et al. 2009; Beniston,

be considered as well.

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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in developing countries, including informal
Critical activities that support this research

settlements with limited access to resources

priority include:

and governance (Revi, 2008). In many cities
of the world, baseline information is lacking

§ Understanding global and local implications
of permafrost thaw

on both historical climate hazards like storm
surge and human populations, the latter in part

§ Assessing the effects of Arctic sea ice retreat
§ Evaluating direct and indirect impacts of
glacier retreat

due to rapid growth in those living uncounted
in informal settlements. Research on urban
microclimates such as heat islands and their
interactions with air pollution, especially in

B.3.5

Urban Areas

hot places (Hunt and Watkiss, 2011); research
on climate impacts and adaptation activities in

Investigate the VIA issues related to urban

urban corridors (e.g., transportation and energy

areas, including how cities are playing

networks); and research on urban-rural linkages

a leading role in early adoption of both

should be increased.

mitigation and adaptation policies
Finally, opportunities for cities to share expeThe world’s population is more than 50 percent

riences and collaborate on VIA issues should

urban and growing (Hunt and Watkiss, 2011;

be encouraged through formal and informal

Rosenzweig et al. 2011). High population

mechanisms. Identification and evaluation of

density and growth can enhance vulnerability

adaptation strategies and the role of cities as

and impacts. For example, in some cities rapid

first responders to climate change would be

growth is concentrating more and more people

beneficial (Rosenzweig et al. 2011).

in marginal areas, such as floodplains. Other
vulnerabilities include the health impacts of the

Critical activities that support this research

urban heat island effect and poor air quality.

priority include:

However, just as cities have been centers of
innovation and leadership generally, many are

§ Identifying vulnerabilities and adaptation

increasingly showing leadership in climate and

challenges faced by informal settlements

§ Understanding the relationship between

sustainable development (Revi, 2008).

urban microclimates and hazard exposure
Research

should

be

increased

on

issues

facing mega-cities and rapidly growing cities
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§ Supporting holistic planning that considers
urban-rural linkages

SECTION C
Emerging Topics
This section describes cutting-edge Research

Further research should be conducted on

Priorities that were identified through feedback

historical instances of transformative change,

from the policymaker and expert communities.

including

In general, their importance has been recognized

transformation or fast action (e.g., Hurricane

but they have not been covered extensively in

Sandy in 2012 and international efforts to

the scientific literature.

prevent the collapse of the global financial

the

circumstances

that

led

to

system in 2008) (Nelson et al. 2007; Tonn,
2007). This research will require a range of

C.1

Transformative Change

disciplines, including behavioral sciences, to
answer such questions as: Was the change

Explore the potential for, and VIA

motivated by a sense of urgency? Are there

implications of, transformative change and

key groups that accelerate change? Is there

transformative learning in social-ecological

a minimum buy-in needed by a society before

systems

the rate of change accelerates? Can outcomes
be successfully predicted once transformative

Just as some physical systems can experience

change is underway?

tipping points that lead to rapid phase changes,
human systems can change rapidly as well

Research is also needed on the types of

(Lenton et al. 2008). It is important that this

learning associated with transformative change,

perspective

scenario

including the role of different types of media

planning, in order to project the full range of

and messaging. For example, the relationship

possible outcomes. Growing awareness of the

between media coverage of a climate hazard/

possibility for transformative change may itself

risk (e.g., sea level rise or fire risk) and societal

encourage action, leading to a positive feed-

perception of that risk (expressed for example

back cycle.

through property values), as well as potential

be

incorporated

into

feedbacks between societal perception of risk
and media coverage, should be researched
(Lorenzoni and Pidgeon, 2006).

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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Another important topic is the extent to which

and ozone concentrations that might accompany

globalization

intentional high-altitude releases of cooling

and

long-distance

interactions

and communication supports or hinders trans-

aerosols (Victor et al. 2009; Virgoe, 2009).

formative change. The role of worldviews
(e.g., perception that global governance and

More research is needed on the implications of

economic systems may be ill-equipped to

of different geoengineering strategies, which

address VIA implications of climate change)

include both carbon dioxide removal methods

in

investigated.

and radiation management techniques. Carbon

Finally, research on potential costs (including

dioxide removal addresses the problem directly

economic, environmental and human rights)

at its source by removing greenhouse gases

of transformative responses to climate change

from the atmosphere, while solar radiation

should be advanced.

management aims to offset the warming effect

transformation

should

be

by decreasing the absorption of solar radiation.
Critical activities that support this research
priority include:

Carbon

dioxide

geoengineering

methods

include (but are not limited to) enhancement of

§ Documenting historical examples of
transformation

§ Identifying key social groups that accelerate
change

§ Studying the role of worldviews

natural weathering processes to remove carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere, direct engineered
capture and geological sequestration of carbon
dioxide and increasing oceanic uptake of carbon
dioxide through fertilization (Shepherd, 2009).
Solar radiation management techniques include
(but are not limited to) aerosol injection into the

C.2

Impacts of Geoengineering

upper atmosphere (Rasch et al. 2008; Robock
and Stenchikov, 2008) and manipulation of

Investigate the potential impacts of

surface albedo (Ridgwell et al. 2009).

geoengineering, including implications
of unilateral actions and unintended

Current research is lacking on how geo-

consequences

engineering

methods

may

affect

regional

climates and the resulting VIA implications.
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Geoengineering is increasingly being proposed

Research priority could be given to those

as a potential back-stop climate change solution

strategies that are relatively easy to implement

beyond mitigation and adaptation, especially

(especially via unilateral action) and have large

as concern grows about tipping points and

VIA implications. Studies on the ethical, social,

possible surprises (e.g., releases of stored

political and legal aspects of engineering the

methane as the polar regions warm in a positive

climate

feedback cycle) (MacCracken, 2009). Some

and research on whether the perception of

small-scale geoengineering experiments have

geoengineering as a viable solution might

been conducted, with little oversight. Yet there

ultimately increase the mitigation and adaptation

is growing awareness of the potential for serious

challenge by delaying mitigation and adaptation

negative impacts of geoengineering (UNESCO,

action, is necessary.

2011), such as changes in regional precipitation

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

(MacCracken,

2009;

Virgoe,

2009)

topics include how regulations and contracts can
Critical activities that support this research

be used to promote adaptation, e.g., through

priority include:

requirements that climate risks and adaptation
solutions be considered in large transactions;

§ Investigating the ethical, social, political and
legal implications of geoengineering

how legal systems can be made flexible enough
to respond to climate change as it evolves;

§ Studying impacts of carbon dioxide and

how the law can enhance communication,

solar radiation management on vulnerable

participation and access to justice; the role of

groups

international law in transnational VIA issues

§ Assessing the costs and benefits of

and legal implications of climate change impact

geoengineering techniques

detection and attribution findings.
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Critical activities that support this research

C.3 Legal Principles and Role
of Law

priority include:

§ Evaluating how existing legal systems
Improve understanding of legal challenges

promote or hinder adaptation

§ Assessing how regulations and contracts can

related to climate change and the role
of law, legal tools and legal principles in

be flexible as climate change progresses

§ Determining the legal implications of detec-

promoting or preventing adaptation

tion and attribution of climate change impacts
Because legal systems are strong policy levers
for responding to change, research on the law

			

is a key part of VIA initiatives (Craig, 2010;

C.4 Food-Water-Energy-Security
Nexus

Dernbach and Kakade, 2008; Ruhl, 2011; Ruhl,
2010; Zinn, 2007). Legal questions are central
to the issue of assigning responsibility for

Apply a systems approach to the food-water-

losses and damages associated with climate

energy-security nexus that considers cross-

change,

sectoral interdependencies, transboundary

including

impacts

associated

with

extreme climate events relative to other drivers

impacts and adaptation tradeoffs (e.g.,

of vulnerability. For example, legal conflicts may

potential conflicts over water use in

arise from deforestation of hillsides upstream of

agriculture and energy generation)

flood locations.
Many of the most complex and intractable VIA
Research is needed on how and why existing

issues involve multiple systems and cross many

legal systems can either promote or hinder

spatial scales and levels of governance. For

adaptation. For example, permitting and zoning

example, in a globally interconnected world, the

can

vulnerability

relationships between availability and prices of

reduction in the face of climate hazards. The

food, water and energy should be considered

law may serve as a barrier to adaptation as well,

together since they are so interdependent.

for example by protecting other principles such

Given these complexities, developing a sound

as privacy and property rights. Further research

understanding

promote

and

incentivize

of

these

systems

today

is

Responding to the Climate Change Challenge
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challenging. Discerning how the systems may
be affected by changing climate and socio-

C.5 Participatory Processes for
Mitigation and Adaptation Scenarios

economic conditions and how holistic adaptation
strategies can be developed and implemented

Create protocols that enable stakeholders

across government, the private sector,

to explore mitigation and adaptation

and

NGOs is even more challenging. A unified,

decisions, such as scenario processes based

science-based approach is needed to help ensure

on Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs)

that adaptation benefits for some sectors do not

and Representative Concentration Pathways

come at greater expense for others.

(RCPs)

More baseline information is needed about how

There is a need for tools that help link local

(and how much) water is used for agriculture

and regional decision-making to global future

and energy production and distribution and how

scenarios. The scenario development process

(and how much) energy is used for food and

motivated by the IPCC Fifth Asessment Report

water production and distribution (de Fraiture et

(AR5) is based on a three-dimensional matrix

al. 2008). Information is lacking on how energy

comprising: (a) the degree of global climate

(e.g., bioenergy systems) and water systems

mitigation

and distribution (e.g., protected-area reservoirs)

Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (van Vuuren

may hinder food production and distribution,

et al. 2011), (b) the state of the atmosphere

especially for the most vulnerable populations

and climate provided by the Fifth Climate

(Hanjra and Qureshi, 2010). Key issues include

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) and

how international markets may assist or create

(c) the state of human societies and ecological

distortions that hinder access to food, water and

systems provided by the Shared Socio-economic

energy. Research is needed on how adaptation

Pathways (SSPs). The SSPs include a narrative

strategies

the

storyline and measures that define society over

food-water-energy-security nexus, with special

the 21st century at the national level (Kriegler et

attention to vulnerable groups and regions.

al. 2012).

can

maximize

outcomes

in

provided

by

the

Representative

Existing sectoral strategies should be analyzed
for intersectoral effects.

While there has been considerable interaction of
the climate science and integrated assessment

Critical activities that support this research

modeling communities in the scenario develop-

priority include:

ment process, there has been less involvement
by the VIA research community. Research is thus

§ Integrating holistic assessment techniques
for interdependent systems
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necessary to develop more detailed sectoral and
regional scenarios related to both mitigation and

§ Distinguishing the relative roles of changing

adaptation (Kriegler et al. 2010; Kriegler et al.

climate and socio-economic conditions on

2012). Scenarios the VIA research communities

food, water, energy and security

need to develop include trajectories of societal

§ Identifying the role of international

factors, such as population and economic

markets and price distortions in adaptation

growth rates, as well as mitigation levels and

effectiveness

climate futures relevant to policymakers at
international, national and sub-national regional
scales. Drawing greater connections across

Research Priorities on Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation

spatial scales can help produce purposeful and

Validation and refinement of impact models

internally consistent visions of the future based

based on historical evidence and observed

on input from an expanded group of voices.

physical

relationships

and

processes

is

needed. Also needed are studies on sources of
Critical activities that support this research

differences in projections across existing impact

priority include:

models (e.g., the extent to which biophysical
models consider how changes in productivity

§ Investigating how participatory scenario

may be influenced by CO2 fertilization effects)

processes can influence decision-making

(Rosenzweig et al. 2013) and how these dif-

§ Developing alternate sectoral and regional

ferences and uncertainties contribute to total

scenarios

§ Characterizing relationships between

(or end-to-end) uncertainty in projected impacts
(Semenov and Stratonovich, 2010). In order for

scenarios used for mitigation and

such comparisons to be effective, modeling

adaptation

and scenarios protocols are important, as well
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as standardized data storage and outputs

C.6 Integrated Impact Model
Intercomparisons

accessible to a broad range of communities
globally (Rosenzweig et al. 2013).
Capacity-building efforts should focus on train-

Develop frameworks for integrated impact

ing a next generation of VIA modelers around

model intercomparisons within and across

the globe with local expert knowledge. As impact

sectors to advance system understanding,

models continue to improve (in part due to such

characterize uncertainty, test adaptation

intercomparison initiatives) and more is learned

strategies and improve impact models

about the sources of uncertainty across models,
they will contribute to enhanced adaptation

While significant resources have been devoted

decisions, build capacity through education

to climate and Earth System modeling, fewer

and advance meta-models and intersectoral

resources have been invested in impact model

analyses. Individual impact modeling systems

improvement (Breuer et al. 2009; Semenov

include agriculture, hydrology and economics.

and Stratonovich, 2010). Given the impacts

Rigorous testing and improvement of impact

associated with climate variability and change,

models should be a key component of this effort.

better understanding of impacts and improved
impact models are needed to assist policy

Critical activities that support this research

(Hempel et al. 2013). Process-based modeling

priority include:

approaches are needed to supplement statistical
approaches since direct impacts may change in
non-linear ways with a changing climate (e.g.,

§ Validating and refining impact models
§ Creating consistent modeling and scenarios

crop yield response to temperature) (Semenov

protocols to support comparative studies

and Stratonovich, 2010). Integrated process

§ Building capacity in developing countries

models are needed because of the potential

for multi-model impact and adaptation

for non-linear feedbacks between the climate

assessment

and other impact drivers (e.g., socioeconomic
changes and adaptation actions).
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C.7

Decision Theory
Critical activities that support this research

Deepen decision theory research, including

priority include:

studies of who makes decisions and how they
are made in different institutional, political,

§ Developing baseline VIA decision
frameworks by region, sector and group

legal, historical and cultural contexts

§ Identifying factors that influence climateIt is now well understood that adaptation
decisions

are

knowledge

of

context-specific.
who

makes

Without

different

types

related decisions

§ Improving methodologies and protocols for
climate change decision research

of decisions at macro (e.g., national) and
micro (e.g., household) scales, what types of
information they consider and what factors they
weigh in making decisions, optimal adaptation

C.8 Risk Peception, Climate
Knowledge and Behavior

strategies can neither be defined nor effectively
promulgated or implemented (Keller, 2012).

Characterize the factors that shape risk
perception, including social and cultural

There is a need for decision frameworks to be

contexts, and study links to behavior

developed for – and shared among – regions,
sectors and groups. Baseline information is

There is growing awareness that information

needed on how climate and impact information

does not always lead to action. Perception of risk,

and associated treatment of uncertainty and risk

and of information more generally, is shaped by

have informed decision-making (Clarke, 2008;

a variety of factors including social and cultural

Pidgeon and Fischoff, 2011).

contexts (Leiserowitz, 2005; Leiserowitz, 2006;
Lorenzoni and Pidgeon, 2006; Weber and

More studies are necessary about how and

Stern, 2011). Furthermore, behavior does not

why approaches taken to provide climate and

always conform to beliefs and perception.

VIA decision support (e.g., data products and

This is important from a VIA perspective since

forecasts

training

it suggests that pathways to specific actions

and co-generation of knowledge) have or have

to reduce vulnerability should extend beyond

not improved decision-making. As underlying

traditional fact-based learning about climate and

methodologies for understanding adaptation

impacts to include, for example, inputs from

decisions are developed and standardized, the

disciplines like psychology and sociology.

and

their

dissemination,

potential for sharing results and expanding
knowledge grows. Interview and survey protocols

Research is needed on how people process

will be critical for determining the sets of factors

different types and sources of information

that most influence decisions.

(Leiserowitz, 2005; Leiserowitz, 2006) and what
types of information (including contributions
from the humanities and artistic media) are most
likely to change risk perception and/or to lead to
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different types of actions (McCright and Dunlap,
2003; Pidgeon and Fischoff, 2011; Weber and
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Stern, 2011) would be beneficial. For example,

clear that attention needs to be given to

it is important to understand which approaches

which types of governance and frameworks

to characterizing uncertainty (e.g., probabilistic

for stakeholder engagement and partnerships

vs. deterministic) have the largest impacts on

encourage reductions in vulnerability (Bulkeley,

different communities and why.

2005; Camacho, 2009; Corfee-Morlot et al.
2009). The results are likely to be place-specific

It is also important to investigate (a) risk

and group-dependent, suggesting that there is

perception,

no ‘one-size fits all’ best approach.

behavior

and

receptiveness

to

new information after extreme climate events;
(b) ‘non-informational’ factors, such as prior

More research is needed about the roles of

beliefs, degree of perceived power to enact

top-down leadership and distributed decision-

change and perceptions of fairness that influence

making

risk perception and behavior and (c) how to

(Corfee-Morlot et al. 2009); the role of power

promote

and

self-protective

behavior,

including

in

risk

politics

reduction

in

and

vulnerability

adaptation
assessment

insights from sociology and the law. Studies on

and adaptation should be further studied,

non-climate-related precedents, such as seat belt

including

and anti-smoking campaigns and laws, should

information

presented

be considered as well.

by

individuals

how

different

and

why

the
and

or
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ideas

and

championed

groups

do

or

do not gain traction and influence. Studies
Critical activities that support this research

should be conducted on how to build the types

priority include:

of broad partnerships based on co-generation
of knowledge needed for holistic approaches,

§ Devising approaches to characterizing
uncertainty

§ Studying risk perception and behavior before
and after extreme events

§ Identifying ‘non-informational’ factors that
influence behavior

§ Investigating how to promote self-protective
behavior

while ensuring that each sub-group identifies
with the adaptation process and feels invested
and engaged in it. Research is also needed
on how to support collaboration across international, national, sub-national, municipal and
community scales (Camacho, 2009) and about
how civil society partnerships can influence
political processes. 		

					

Critical activities that support this research

C.9 Governance, Collaborative
Frameworks and Networks

priority include:

§ Understanding the role of political processes
Investigate how different types of governance,
collaborative frameworks and networks are
effective at fostering partnerships and multistakeholder approaches in support of VIA

in vulnerability assessment and adaptation

§ Co-generating VIA knowledge through
partnerships

§ Identifying strategies that support
collaboration across spatial scales, sectors

As awareness grows that individual actions and

and groups

beliefs are context-dependent, it is increasingly
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C.10 Long-Term Planning and Design

responses in urban areas, their surrounding
infrastructure

and

resource-sheds

and

Examine how long-term regional planning

rural areas (Tanner et al. 2009). The role of

and design can support adaptation,

innovative design in adaptation, mitigation and

mitigation and sustainable development

sustainability paradigms should be investigated

potential

as well. Key questions include how to minimize
impacts of transition on the most vulnerable

Planning and design are critical to regional

communities, the extent to which transitional

vulnerability reduction and effective adaptation

costs (e.g., shoreline retreat) should be borne

because they can have long-term effects and can

by those exposed to the hazard or society as a

change the way people behave (Saavedra and

whole and how to ensure that all stakeholders

Budd, 2009; Smit and Pilifosova, 2003; Tanner

are included in long-term decision-making (Smit

et al. 2009). For example, centralized, ‘vertical’

and Pilifosova, 2003). Integrated research is

cities may reduce transportation-sector pollution

needed across private and public entities on

and greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles.

how insurance can provide incentives, data and

Innovative design can invoke and illuminate new

projections in support of adaptation, mitigation

visions of possible futures and inspire further

and sustainable development. Research on how

creativity and optimism. There is a major role

to minimize the risk of perverse incentives,

for both the arts and the humanities in such

including those that can be associated with price

planning and design. Changes in engineering

distortions in insurance markets, would also be

standards, coastal and flood zone planning and

beneficial.

management, requirements for private and public
sector climate hazard disclosure and in public

Critical activities that support this research

and private insurance and reinsurance markets

priority include:

could also lead to a ‘new normal’ that catalyzes
large-scale changes in mitigation, sustainable
development and adaptation potential (Dawson,

§ Supporting coastal and flood zone planning
and management

§ Advancing innovative design research

2007).

for interactive mitigation and adaptation
Research

is

needed

on

the

effectiveness

of planning and design for climate change
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strategies

§ Identifying the role of insurance
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Responding to the Climate Change Challenge

The Programme of Research on Climate Change Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation (PROVIA) is a
global scientific initiative seeking to provide direction and coherence at the international level for
research on climate change vulnerability, impacts and adaptation (VIA). Launched with the support
of leading scientists and decision-makers, PROVIA responds to the urgent call for a more cohesive
and coordinated research approach and the critical need to harmonize, mobilize and communicate
the growing knowledge-base on VIA. PROVIA also acts as a growing network of scientists, practitioners and decision-makers working towards identifying research gaps and meeting policy needs in
climate change VIA research. PROVIA is a component of the World Climate Programme.
The PROVIA Secretariat is currently hosted by the United Nations Environment Programme in Nairobi,
Kenya.

www.unep.org/provia
provia@provia-climatechange.org
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United Nations Environment Programme
P.O. Box 30552 - 00100 Nairobi, Kenya
Tel.: +254 20 762 1234
Fax: +254 20 762 3927
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To respond to the demand for better coordination of research, PROVIA has
led the development of a set of Research Priorities on vulnerability,
impacts

and

adaptation

in

consultation

with

both

experts

and

policymakers. The Research Priorities include new and emerging topics,
the importance of which is now coming into focus, and topics that have
long been recognized as important but for which research is still required.
The Priorities reflect the balance between research ‘supply’ from experts
and research ‘demand’ from policymakers.
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